Collapse of art market

Crisis of 1929

Disillusion with modernity
Art, technology and progress
linked to Futurism

Leger

Popular Front Govt
Dufy

German vs Soviet pavilions
Universal classicism
Concern with repressed desires >
accusations of complicity with fascism

Surrealism officially excluded
mockery of USSR

1937 Exposition

Dali Enigma of William Tell 1933
included Miro (surrealist)

Spanish pavilion - low key Republicanism

Poetic and allegorical response

Magritte -

Fougeron Cocteau "call to order"
return to genres - still life, nudes etc
Return of art market late 1930s - interested in modern art

Picasso - distortions of human form
"Independent Art"
Picasso The Dream 1932

Picasso vs Matisse

Matisse - "distinctly French virtues"

Matisse Large Reclining Nude 1935
Zhdanov 1934 "engineers of human souls"

Taslizky

"Socialist Realism"

PCF artists - use modernistic effects

Pignon

Paris
rejects modernism
Leger - mural art
New Realism

Making modern art more accessible
Picasso
Almost all artists embraced political engagement
Surrealists "lacked Resistance credentials"
Sartre - inadequacy of visual arts
pre-war Surrealist

Lukacs - "world dominated by angst" > Existentialism

Giacometti - praised by Sartre

PCF tied to Socialist Realism

Jean Fautrier

"Un art autre"

Wols - tiny paintings

opposite of Fine Art

"l'art brut"
Post WWII

Jean Dubuffet

COpenhagen, BRussels, Amsterdam
Paris "centre of art" > "centre of difficulties"
opposed Surrealism, Abstraction, Socialist Realism
- all seen as formalism

Cobra 1948
experimental art / spontaneity / primitive

Dotremont -

1948

co-operative work
Cold War, tensions within PCF > collapse 1951
Guy Debord - le spectacle
capitalism creates artificial needs / represses desire
negation of existing elements
organisation of another meaningful ensemble

Situationist International 1957
"two fundamental laws"

alternative geography, favouring the marginalised
origins of graffiti as art > May 1968
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No explicit guidelines, but most art realist
American tradition - facts = democracy

1933 New Deal - federal support for arts
Dorothea Lange - photography

use of captions on photographs
qv 1980s Burgin and photomontage
Diego Rivera
1920s Mexican Mural Renaissance

public art against individualism
repudiated easel painting as aristocratic

Art in USA 1930s

Thomas Benton - rejection of modernity
Murals
USA Regional Realism

Realism
Stuart Davis - modern art inherently anti-Fascist

social commentary on inequality

Ben Shahn - figurative art

Democracies fear New Peace Offensive 1940
ordinary, everyday subject matter
problems of supporting Popular Fronts
social realism, not socialist realism

Moscow show trials
Hitler-Stalin pact

decline of social realism

Late 1930s

influence of Trotskyism in art world
Partisan Review
Primitivism > abstract expressionism
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rediscovery of Native American art
influence of myth on Pollock, Rothko, Newman

1940s

House Un-American Activities Cttee - modern art = communism
new liberalism - modern art = bulwark against totalitarianism
rejection of illustration / importance of the unconscious

early works based on myths

1942
Rosenberg - Action Painting
"not a picture but an event"
emphasis on surface - colour and line
spontaneous / abstract art vs scientific management

idosyncratic construction - industrial methods, no brushwork
physical presence - direct encounter with the work
patrons - Peggy Guggenheim, Clement Greenberg

abstract artists as free craftsmen, not wage labour
Pollock

origins of action paintings in mural tradition ?
Studied with Benton / saw Rivera in NY

1950
influence of Surrealism, "automatism"
short abstract expressionist period 1947-1950

Abstract
Expressionism

Jungian
effect of personal psychoanalysis

1953
saw

in NY "Picasso was God"

Masculinity - size, scale, methods, lifestyle
balletic movements
Pollock - ambivalent gender in figurative works

links to primitivism, shaman
supported / managed by Krasner

Gender issues

Gender as performance

De Kooning - T shirts

woman as "other"

"grotesque, uncontrolled female body"

colour field painting
"badlands" upbringing
secretive, protective, isolated from contemporaries
Clifford Still - "conflation of frontiersman and shaman"
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NY late 1950s early 1960s
expansion of art market - gallery-dealer system
art history / fine art education
1960s radicalisation
"optical bias" - only painting
challenges and criticisms

historicism and formalism
no analysis of content
"undifferentiated universal human subject"
art had "lost ritual function"

Greenberg and Fried

danger of being subsumed into entertainment
emphasis on medium specificity for survival
2 dimensional surface / 3 dimensional illusion
house painters brushes
metallic paint - industrial

High Modernism
Frank Stella - canvas as shape

irregular polygons - return to colour

no plinth - ground part of work
new rel'ship with viewer

Anthony Caro / David Smith - sculptures

Caro - softens materiality of metal with paint

links with Constructivism?
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prime legacy of the early 1960s
"no more to in that what you have already seen"

Carl Andre - formal simplicity / repeated geometric forms

Minimalism

Donald Judd "deliberately ordered spatial relationships"

Robert Morris
"the object not less important - less
can't easily be captured in photographs
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important"

early C20th - pictorialism
1920s - "New Vision" mechanical exploration of camera
1930s "border territories of the utilitarian picture" (Wall)
Documentary mode - Cartier-Bresson, Walker Evans
"remarkable in their unremarkableness"
Bryson "low plane vision"
shallow depth of field

abrupt cropping

1950s Robert Frank

grainy images
no clear narrative
"discovery" of colour photography

Diane Arbus - people as specimens

Sontag "assorted monsters and borderline cases"

Garry Winogrand "moments of dramatic interest"

Photography
has to actually exist to be photographed

opposite of Greenberg
"art of photography is literary art"

the thing itself

no narrative - only "scattered and suggestive clues"

the detail

1960s "vernacular modernism"
metonyms - to associate a thing
with its properties

John Szarkowski
similar concern to painters and photographers
creates relationships between elements

the frame

time
photos = projections based on single vanishing point

vantage point

"inattention as attention"

spatial complexity / visual fracturing
learned from Cubism ?

Lee Friedlander

includes own shadow in portraits implicates (male) viewer in identifying with subject
free floating gaze
unconstrained by moral or social commitments
gendered (male) vision
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Baudelaire - flaneur

academic = conventional picture space
literary = narrative elements, compromises autonomy

Modernist criticism

provincial = not from Paris or NY
John Cage
1952 - friend of both
Rauschenberg and Duchamp

Rauschenberg
First "postmodernist" artist
1953
1951

Rosenberg - "action painting"
Artistic activism, new AG to
overcome gap between art and life

1955
"Widespread international tendency
to move beyond traditional media"

Richard Hamilton influence of Duchamp

Collage
Independent Group,
ICA 1952

Britain

Eduardo Paolozzi

Lawrence Alloway defence of mass culture
John Latham - Greenberg "chew-in"

Neo Avant-Garde
Lucio Fontana
"leave behind all known art forms"
Italy
1959

Piero Manzoni

Yves Klein

AG more in music than art - Stockhausen, Darmstadt

Homage to LEF

The young painter, dancer etc "I am an artist"

France

Germany

George Maciunus = purging / tide / fusion

Allan Kaprow -

Claes Oldenberg

1961

Fluxus - NY 1962

elements of performance / avoid medium specificity

kept alive by Tartars during
WWII with felt and fat

symbolism of basic life forces
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Joseph Beuys

stooge of mass culture, or subtle critic?
avoid costs of both Modernism and commercial art
Work within mass culture without losing independence
Post-artisanal role - repositioning the artist

studio / Factory / collective

"beautiful losers"
gender ambiguity
"commonism", not communism

Voluntary workers

"dissolution of the ego"
End of voluntary system
Stronger Warhol identity / authorship

1968 Assassination attempt

Cultural links to European early C20th
artistic freedom, (male) authenticity

Situation of post WWII American art

"loss of the contemporary"
part of the experience of painting
based on traditional genres

democratising power of mechanical reproduction
Walter Benjamin - loss of artwork's "aura"

Catholic upbringing - iconostasis
Nostalgia for "Americana"

Screenprinting

repetition / readymades / posterization
rejection of painterly aesthetic > mass produced image

Warhol

Marilyn, Jackie

gay recoding of public icons

Nixon, Mao

"perverse sensibility"
celebrity status different in 1960s
Campbells, Coca-Cola logos early C20th

cow wallpaper rather than Picasso's bulls

masochistic identification
sadistic pleasure in catastrophe
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feminine working class taste

compulsive attention to the other

